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©  Aural  carrier  correction  system  and  method. 

©  A  system  and  method  reduce  unwanted  aural 
carrier  modulation  caused  by  the  visual  signal  in  a 
common  amplification  television  transmitter  which 
amplifies  both  an  aural  signal  and  the  visual  signal 
simultaneously.  A  non-linear  amplitude  domain  video 
signal  and  a  non-linear  phase  domain  video  signal 
respectively  amplitude  and  phase  modulate  the  aural 

signal  to  generate  a  modified  aural  signal.  A  non- 
linear  amplifier  is  used  to  generate  the  non-linear 
amplitude  domain  video  signal  and  the  non-linear 
phase  domain  video  signal  which  respectively  having 
amplitude  and  phase  components  that  are  directly 
opposite  to  unwanted  amplitude  and  phase  compo- 
nents  added  to  the  aural  signal  by  the  visual  signal. 
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The  present  invention  generally  relates  to  com- 
mon  amplification  television  transmitters  that  am- 
plify  both  aural  and  visual  signals  simultaneously, 
and  more  particularly,  to  a  system  and  method  for 
reducing  residual  modulation  of  the  aural  carrier 
typically  caused  in  common  amplification  television 
transmitters. 

Aural  carrier  distortion  is  a  systems  problem 
which  involves  all  of  the  elements  of  a  television 
communication  system,  including  the  receiver  as 
well  as  the  transmitter.  This  unwanted  distortion  is 
caused  by  video  components  of  the  television  sig- 
nal  modulating  the  visual  carrier  and  because  of 
the  specific  frequency  bandwidth,  those  same  vid- 
eo  components  affecting  the  aural  signal  in  a  dif- 
ferent  phase  domain.  This  unwanted  aural  carrier 
modulation  occurs  in  both  the  phase  and  amplitude 
domains  and  is  related  to  the  continuous  modula- 
tion  of  the  total  signal  envelope  by  the  video  signal 
components. 

Specifically,  the  component  of  the  video  signal 
relating  to  the  line  scan  frequency,  which  is  found 
at  15.734  Khz  and  harmonics  thereof,  is  transferred 
as  noise  to  the  aural  signal.  Because  the  pilot 
frequency  for  stereo  sound  in  the  U.S.  is  set  at 
15.734  KHz,  if  the  noise  component  added  to  the 
aural  signal  is  sufficiently  large,  the  receiver  will 
erroneously  perceive  this  noise  as  an  indication 
that  a  stereo  signal  is  being  received.  As  a  result, 
the  Federal  Communications  Commission  (F.C.C.) 
requires  that  the  noise  component  at  15.734  KHz 
be  46  db  below  the  reference  level  for  the  stereo 
pilot  signal,  i.e.,  the  pilot  frequency  is  protected. 

Typically,  such  unwanted  phase  and  amplitude 
modulation  of  the  aural  carrier  is  prevented,  at  the 
transmitter,  by  using  separate  picture  modulation 
and  sound  transmitters,  thereby  avoiding  the 
coprocessing  of  the  visual  and  aural  signals  of  the 
television  signal.  (See  paper  entitled  "Intercarrier 
Buzz  Phenomena  Analysis  and  Cures"  by  Fockens 
et  al.,  IEEE  Trans,  on  Consumer  Electronics  CE-27 
(3)  381-394  (August  1981).)  This  separate  transmit- 
ter  arrangement,  however,  does  not  prevent  unwan- 
ted  aural  carrier  distortion  and  noise  at  the  re- 
ceiver.  Patents  directed  to  addressing  correction  of 
the  aural  carrier  distortion  at  the  television  receiver 
include:  U.S.  Patent  Nos.  3,135,827,  4,237,485, 
4,518,997,  4,602,288,  and  4,716,464,  as  well  as  JP 
5498118,  JP  55-53977,  JP  55-99887,  JP  59-51676 
and  JP  59-51677. 

Common  amplification  television  transmitter  ar- 
rangements  are  known  such  as  disclosed  by  DE 
3306-562-A  wherein  the  audio  carrier  is  mixed  with 
the  amplitude  modulated  picture  carrier  so  that 
both  carriers  then  have  the  same  phasing  errors 
and  these  cancel  in  the  intercarrier.  However,  this 
arrangement  is  directed  to  suppressing  phasing 
errors  in  the  picture  carrier  rather  than  addressing 

the  problem  of  unwanted  phase  and  amplitude 
modulation  or  noise  in  the  aural  carrier. 

Moreover,  aural  carrier  correction  circuits  cur- 
rently  in  use  do  not  independently  correct  the  aural 

5  components;  but  rather,  the  entire  commonly  am- 
plified  signal  is  corrected  without  regard  to  phase 
differences  that  are  present  between  the  visual  and 
aural  carriers.  These  phase  differences  prohibit  one 
correction  signal  from  exactly  canceling  the  unwan- 

io  ted  products  on  both  carriers  simultaneously. 
Therefore,  one  object  of  the  present  invention 

is  to  provide  a  system  and  method  for  reducing 
unwanted  phase  and  amplitude  modulation  of  the 
aural  carrier  of  a  common  amplification  television 

75  transmitter. 
Another  object  of  the  present  invention  is  to 

provide  a  system  and  method  for  reducing  unwan- 
ted  noise  in  the  aural  signal  received  from  a  com- 
mon  amplification  television  transmitter  so  as  to 

20  comply  with  F.C.C.  specifications  for  protection  of 
the  stereo  pilot  frequency. 

A  further  object  of  the  present  invention  is  to 
provide  a  system  and  method  for  reducing  unwan- 
ted  phase  and  amplitude  modulation  of  the  aural 

25  carrier  of  a  common  amplification  television  trans- 
mitter  which  add  phase  and  amplitude  components 
that  are  directly  opposite  to  those  unwanted  pro- 
ducts  caused  by  the  common  amplification  tech- 
nique  in  the  following  output  stages  of  the  transmit- 

30  ter. 
Yet  another  object  of  the  present  invention  is  to 

provide  a  system  and  method  for  reducing  unwan- 
ted  noise  appearing  at  any  specific  frequency  in 
the  aural  signal  received  from  a  common  amplifica- 

35  tion  television  transmitter. 
One  advantageous  feature  of  the  present  inven- 

tion  is  that  the  correction  of  the  aural  signal  does 
not  effect  the  linearity  of  the  visual  signal. 

A  further  advantageous  feature  of  the  present 
40  invention  is  the  ability  to  correct  the  aural  carrier 

independently  of  the  visual  carrier. 
The  present  invention  provides  for  reducing 

unwanted  noise  in  the  aural  signal  independently  of 
and  in  time  with  the  video  modulation.  According  to 

45  preferred  embodiments  of  the  system  and  method 
of  the  present  invention,  phase  and  amplitude  com- 
ponents  are  added  to  the  aural  signal  that  are 
directly  opposite  to  those  unwanted  products  caus- 
ed  by  the  common  amplification  technique  in  the 

50  output  stages  of  the  transmitter.  To  accomplish 
this,  phase  and  amplitude  non-linear  video  signals 
are  separately  generated  and  phase  and  amplitude 
modulators  are  employed  which  are  capable  of 
effecting  one  parameter  (phase  or  amplitude)  with- 

55  out  changing  the  other. 
According  to  a  preferred  embodiment  of  the 

present  invention  these  and  other  objects,  advan- 
tages  and  features  of  the  present  invention  are 
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provided  by  an  aural  carrier  correction  system  for  a 
common  amplification  television  transmitter  which 
amplifies  both  an  aural  signal  and  a  visual  signal 
simultaneously.  The  system  comprises  a  video  de- 
lay  circuit  for  receiving  and  delaying  a  video  signal 
to  provide  a  delayed  video  signal  as  well  as  a 
complimentary  non-linear  amplifier  for  receiving  the 
delayed  video  signal  and  for  independently  and 
controllably  generating  a  non-linear  amplitude  do- 
main  video  signal  and  a  nonlinear  phase  domain 
video  signal.  Also  included  is  an  amplitude  and 
phase  modulator  for  receiving  the  aural  signal  and 
for  amplitude  and  phase  modulating  the  aural  sig- 
nal  using  the  non-linear  amplitude  domain  video 
signal  and  the  non-linear  phase  domain  video  sig- 
nal,  respectively,  to  generate  a  modified  aural  sig- 
nal.  An  adder  circuit  is  also  included  for  adding  the 
modified  aural  signal  to  the  visual  signal  outputted 
by  a  IF  vision  modulator  of  the  transmitter  to  re- 
duce  unwanted  noise  appearing  at  any  specific 
frequency  in  the  aural  signal  received  from  the 
transmitter. 

The  invention  will  be  better  understood  from 
the  specification  together  with  the  accompanying 
drawings  : 

Figure  1  is  a  block  diagram  illustrating  the  com- 
ponents  of  one  embodiment  of  the  system  of 
the  present  invention; 
Figure  2  is  a  flow  chart  illustrating  one  embodi- 
ment  of  the  method  of  the  present  invention; 
Figure  3  is  a  circuit  diagram  illustrating  one 
embodiment  of  the  delay  circuit  and  non-linear 
amplifier  of  Figure  1;  and 
Figure  4  is  a  circuit  diagram  illustrating  one 
embodiment  of  the  amplitude  and  phase 
modulator  of  Figure  1  . 

Figure  1  is  a  block  diagram  illustrating  the 
various  components  of  one  embodiment  of  the 
aural  carrier  correction  system,  generally  indicated 
at  11,  and  the  connection  of  the  system  11  to  a 
known  television  transmitter,  generally  indicated  at 
12,  of  which  only  the  IF  vision  modulator  19,  adder 
21  and  IF  intermodulation  corrector  23  are  shown 
for  the  sake  of  clarity.  The  system  11  includes  a 
video  delay  circuit  13,  a  complimentary  non-linear 
amplifier  circuit  15  and  an  amplitude  and  phase 
modulator  17. 

As  shown  in  Figure  1,  a  video  signal  25  is 
inputted  to  both  the  IF  vision  modulator  19  of  the 
transmitter  12  and  the  video  delay  circuit  13  of  the 
correction  system  1  1  .  Because  the  video  signal  25 
is  delayed  by  the  IF  vision  modulator  19,  the  video 
delay  circuit  13  is  included  to  provided  a  similar 
delay  of  the  video  signal  25  so  that  there  is  co- 
incidence  of  the  modified  IF  aural  signal  28  with  a 
visual  signal  26,  outputted  by  the  IF  vision  modula- 
tor,  at  the  adder  21  . 

An  appropriately  delayed  video  signal  27,  out- 
putted  by  the  video  delay  13,  is  inputted  to  the 
complimentary  non-linear  amplifier  15.  The  non- 
linear  amplifier  15  is  designed  so  that  the  inputted 

5  delayed  video  signal  27  can  be  selectively  modi- 
fied  to  produce  two  independently  modified  non- 
linear  video  signals  as  desired.  In  this  regard,  the 
non-linear  amplifier  15  is  constructed  so  that  it  can 
be  appropriately  configured  by  a  technician  to  pro- 

io  duce  the  two  independent  non-linear  video  signals 
with  various  clip  points,  amplitudes  and  selectable 
polarities  for  each  segment  thereof. 

These  non-linear  video  signals  29,  31,  respec- 
tively  for  the  amplitude  and  phase  domains,  are 

is  separately  outputted  by  the  non-linear  amplifier  15 
and  independently  inputted  to  the  amplitude  and 
phase  modulator  17  which  also  receives  an  IF  aural 
signal  33.  The  non-linear  amplitude  domain  video 
signal  29  amplitude  modulates  the  IF  aural  signal 

20  33.  The  independently  inputted  non-linear  phase 
domain  video  signal  31  then  phase  modulates  the 
IF  aural,  to  produce  the  modified  IF  aural  signal  28 
added  to  the  visual  signal  at  adder  21  .  A  combined 
visual  signal  and  modified  aural  signal  35  is  pro- 

25  vided  to  the  IF  intermodulation  corrector  23,  an 
output  37  of  which  is  provided  to  an  IF/RF  con- 
verter  (not  shown). 

Because  the  video  signal  is  linear,  but  does  not 
act  on  the  aural  carrier  in  a  linear  manner,  the 

30  complimentary  non-linear  amplifier  15  is  adjusted 
so  as  to  separately  modify  the  delayed  video  signal 
27  to  produce  the  separately  generated  non-linear 
video  signals  29,  31  such  that  the  unwanted  noise 
components,  in  the  amplitude  and  phase  domains, 

35  are  eliminated  or  at  least  reduced  to  acceptable 
levels  at  any  specific  frequency.  This  adjustment 
procedure  is  accomplished  by  spectral  analysis  of 
an  uncorrected,  commonly  amplified  television  sig- 
nal  outputted  by  the  transmitter  12  as  will  be  more 

40  fully  described  with  reference  to  Figure  2. 
Referring  the  Figure  2,  in  Step  1  ,  a  clean  aural 

carrier  signal,  i.e.,  no  sound,  is  mixed  with  an 
amplitude  modulated  picture  carrier  to  generate  a 
commonly  amplified  television  reference  signal. 

45  This  reference  signal  is  demodulated  in  Step  2  and 
a  spectral  analysis  of  the  demodulated  aural  signal 
is  performed  in  Step  3  to  determine  the  presence 
and  frequency  of  unwanted  aural  noise. 

In  Step  4,  the  non-linear  amplifier  15  is  ad- 
50  justed  to  separately  generate  the  non-linear  am- 

plitude  domain  video  signal  29  and  the  non-linear 
phase  domain  video  signal  31  which  are  employed 
to  reduce  unwanted  noise  in  the  aural  signal.  This 
adjustment  procedure  is  basically  performed  by  a 

55  trial  and  error  adjustment  of  the  non-linear  amplifier 
15,  as  will  be  more  fully  described  hereinafter  with 
particular  reference  to  Figure  3,  so  that  the  unwan- 
ted  noise  in  the  aural  signal  is  reduced. 

3 
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The  separately  generated  non-linear  amplitude 
domain  video  signal  29  and  non-linear  phase  do- 
main  video  signal  31  are  inputted  to  the  amplitude 
and  phase  modulator  17  along  with  the  clean  aural 
carrier  to  produce  the  modified  IF  aural  signal  28  in 
Step  5  and  added  to  the  visual  signal  26  at  adder 
21  in  Step  6.  The  unwanted  noise  in  the  demodu- 
lated  aural  signal  from  the  television  transmitter  12 
is  then  checked  for  noise  in  Step  7,  i.e.,  a  spectral 
analysis  of  the  aural  signal  is  performed  as  in  Step 
3,  and  the  adjustment  procedure,  beginning  with 
Step  4,  is  repeated  if  the  noise  level  is  unaccep- 
table  and  if  the  noise  level  is  acceptable,  the  ad- 
justment  procedure  is  terminated. 

Referring  to  Figure  3,  circuit  diagrams  are  illus- 
trated  for  both  the  delay  circuit  13  and  complemen- 
tary  non-linear  amplifier  15.  The  video  delay  13  is 
provided  with  a  video  input  39  for  receiving  the 
video  signal  25  which  is  inputted  to  a  series  of 
delay  lines  DL1,  DL2  and  DL3  via  op-amp  U1, 
provided  for  amplification  and  isolation,  the  op-amp 
U1  having  appropriate  circuitry  for  supplying  power 
and  for  setting  the  gain  thereof  as  shown  in  Figure 
3.  The  output  of  delay  DL3  is  inputted  to  a  further 
amplifier  U2,  also  provided  for  amplification  and 
isolation,  which  is  connected  to  a  video  amp  U3  of 
the  non-linear  amplifier  15  via  a  further  delay  line 
DL4.  The  video  amp  U3  has  a  settable  gain  and 
the  output  41  thereof  is  provided  to  the  inputs  of 
first  and  second  video  manipulation  circuits  43  and 
45.  Each  of  the  video  manipulation  circuits  43  and 
45  are  identical  and  therefore  only  the  elements  of 
the  first  video  manipulation  circuit  43  will  be  de- 
scribed  hereinafter. 

Circuit  43  includes  first  and  second  amplifiers 
U4  and  U5  each  having  an  input  potentiometer  47, 
49  at  one  input  thereof,  respectively.  The  input 
potentiometers  set  a  threshold  input  point,  i.e.,  clip 
points,  at  which  the  respective  amplifiers  U4  and 
U5  see  above  or  below  the  DC  level  set  by  these 
input  potentiometers  47  and  49.  It  should  be  noted 
that  each  of  the  amplifiers  U4  and  U5  are  non- 
linear  and  each  have  output  potentiometers  51  and 
53,  respectively,  which  set  the  amplitude  level  at 
the  output.  U4  is  provided  with  a  jumper  55  which 
permits  selective  connection  of  diodes  D1  and  D2 
between  the  output  56  of  amplifier  U4  and  the 
output  potentiometer  51  .  This  arrangement  permits 
the  technician  to  selectively  fold  the  video  signal 
outputted  by  amplifier  U4  back  upon  itself  to  fur- 
ther  manipulate  and  modify  the  signal. 

Each  of  the  video  manipulation  circuits  43  and 
45  are  respectively  connected  to  output  circuits  60, 
and  62  which  control  the  polarity  of  the  non-linear 
video  signal  outputted  thereby.  In  that  each  of  the 
output  circuits  are  identical  in  structure,  only  the 
structure  and  operation  of  output  circuit  60  will  be 
described  below. 

Outputs  from  amplifiers  U4  and  U5  of  video 
manipulation  circuit  43  are  provided  to  inputs  of 
both  amplifiers  U10  and  U8  of  output  circuit  60  via 
a  switch  59,  each  of  the  amplifiers  U10  and  U8 

5  having  input  jumpers  61  ,  63  respectively  connected 
to  their  inputs  which  permit  further  selective  folding 
of  the  composite  signal  provided  to  each  of  these 
amplifiers  U10  and  U8.  Outputs  of  amplifiers  U10 
and  U8  are  connected  to  a  non-linear  output  termi- 

io  nal  65  which  is  connected,  for  example,  to  a  non- 
linear  video  input  of  the  amplitude  and  phase 
modulator  17  as  will  be  described  hereinafter.  By 
operation  of  the  jumper  61  and  62,  the  combined 
outputs  of  amplifiers  U10  and  U8  can  change  the 

is  direction  of  the  non-linear  video  signal  outputted 
thereby.  Therefore,  the  output  circuit  60,  including 
amplifiers  U10  and  U8  determines  whether  the 
output  signal  is  positive  going  or  negative.  In  a 
similar  manner,  the  signal  outputted  by  the  second 

20  video  manipulation  circuit  45  is  inputted  to  a  similar 
output  circuit  62  which  provides  a  modified  non- 
linear  video  signal  at  output  67.  This  output  is  also 
connected  to  a  non-linear  video  input  of  modulator 
17. 

25  Referring  to  Figure  4,  a  circuit  diagram  of  the 
amplitude  and  phase  modulator  17  is  illustrated. 
The  modulator  17  includes  a  sound  IF  input  69  for 
receiving  the  IF  aural  signal  33  and  a  non-linear 
video  input  71  for  receiving  the  non-linear  am- 

30  plitude  domain  video  signal  29  outputted,  for  exam- 
ple,  by  non-linear  video  output  65  of  the  non-linear 
amplifier  15.  Video  input  71  provides  the  amplitude 
domain  video  signal  29  to  a  amplitude  modulator 
73  which  includes  a  pair  of  opposed  diodes  D1  and 

35  D2,  resistor  R1  connected  to  ground  and  inductor 
L1  also  connected  to  ground.  An  output  75  of  the 
amplitude  modulator  73  is  connected  by  a  capaci- 
tor  C1  to  transistor  Q1  having  a  base  B1  connected 
to  the  sound  IF  input  69.  Transistor  Q1  and  the 

40  associated  amplitude  modulator  73  provide  am- 
plitude  modulation  of  the  signal  received  via  sound 
IF  input  69  in  direct  proportion  to  the  applied  non- 
linear  video  signal  inputted  on  non-linear  video 
input  71  .  Transistors  Q2  and  Q3  provide  amplifica- 

45  tion  and  isolation  of  the  associated  phase  modula- 
tor  circuit  77.  This  phase  modulator  circuit  77  pref- 
erably  includes  transformer  78,  connected  to  tran- 
sistor  Q2  and  a  pair  of  opposed  diodes  D3  and  D4 
between  which  a  further  non-linear  input  79  is 

50  connected.  The  modulator  circuit  77  receives  the 
non-linear  phase  domain  video  signal  31  via  the 
non-linear  video  input  79  which  is  connected,  for 
example,  to  non-linear  video  output  67  of  the  com- 
plementary  non-linear  amplifier  15.  The  phase 

55  modulator  77,  which  receives  the  output  from  tran- 
sistor  Q2,  allows  non-linear  modulation  of  the  signal 
received  thereby  in  direct  proportion  to  the  applied 
non-linear  video  signal  on  input  79.  The  resulting 

4 
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modified  aural  IF  signal  28  with  the  applied  correc- 
tion  modulation  is  outputted  via  IF  output  81  which 
provides  the  modified  IF  aural  signal  28  to  the 
adder  21  for  further  common  amplification  through 
the  transmitter  12. 

Thus,  the  aural  carrier  correction  system  and 
method  of  the  present  invention  is  used  to  reduce 
residual  modulation  of  the  aural  carrier  commonly 
caused  in  TV  transmitters  that  amplify  both  the 
aural  and  visual  signals  simultaneously.  This  modu- 
lation  occurs,  as  indicated  above,  in  both  the  phase 
and  amplitude  domain  and  is  related  to  the  continu- 
ous  modulation  of  the  total  signal  envelope  by  the 
video  components.  The  reduction  of  the  unwanted 
phase  and  amplitude  modulation  in  the  aural  carrier 
is,  quite  simply,  effected  by  applying  additional 
modulation  to  the  aural  carrier.  This  modulation 
also  contains  phase  and  amplitude  components  but 
is  in  direction  opposition  to  the  unwanted  compo- 
nents.  Since  the  unwanted  components  are  by  no 
means  linear  in  nature,  as  described  above,  it  is 
necessary  to  modify  the  applied  video  signal  in  a 
non-linear  fashion  and  present  it  in  equal  but  op- 
posite  form  to  the  unwanted  phase  and  amplitude 
modulation  components. 

Obviously,  numerous  modifications  and  vari- 
ations  of  the  present  invention  are  possible  in  light 
of  the  above  teachings.  It  is,  therefore,  to  be  under- 
stood  that  within  the  scope  of  the  appended  claims, 
the  invention  may  be  practiced  otherwise  than  as 
specifically  described  herein. 

Claims 

1.  An  aural  carrier  correction  system  for  a  com- 
mon  amplification  television  transmitter  which 
amplifies  both  an  aural  signal  and  a  visual 
signal  simultaneously,  the  transmitter  including 
at  least  a  IF  vision  modulator  (19)  for  receiving 
a  video  signal  (25)  and  for  outputting  the  visual 
signal,  the  system  being  characterized  by 
comprising  : 

a  video  delay  circuit  (13)  for  receiving  and 
delaying  the  video  signal  to  provide  a  delayed 
video  signal  ; 

a  complimentary  non-linear  amplifier  (15) 
for  receiving  the  delayed  video  signal  and  for 
separately  and  controllably  generating  a  non- 
linear  amplitude  domain  video  signal  and  non- 
linear  phase  domain  video  signal  ;  and 

an  amplitude  and  phase  modulator  (17)  for 
receiving  the  aural  signal  and  for  amplitude 
and  phase  modulating  the  aural  signal  using 
the  non-linear  amplitude  domain  video  signal 
and  the  non-linear  phase  domain  video  signal, 
respectively,  to  generate  a  modified  aural  sig- 
nal  ;  and 

an  adder  circuit  (21)  for  adding  the  modi- 

fied  aural  signal  to  the  visual  signal  outputted 
by  the  IF  vision  modulator  to  reduce  unwanted 
noise  appearing  at  specific  frequencies  in  the 
aural  signal  received  from  the  transmitter. 

5 
2.  An  aural  carrier  correction  system  according  to 

Claim  1,  characterized  in  that  the  video  delay 
circuit  (13)  provides  a  delay  so  that  there  is 
coincidence  of  the  modified  aural  signal  with 

io  the  IF  modulated  signal  at  the  adder. 

3.  An  aural  carrier  correction  system  according  to 
Claim  1,  characterized  in  that  the  non-linear 
amplifier  (15)  includes  first  and  second  video 

is  signal  modifying  means  (43,  45)  for  indepen- 
dently  generating  the  non-linear  amplitude  do- 
main  video  signal  and  non-linear  phase  domain 
video  signal,  respectively,  with  various  clip 
points,  amplitudes  and  selectable  polarities 

20  from  the  delayed  video  signal. 

4.  An  aural  carrier  correction  system  according  to 
Claim  3,  characterized  in  that  the  first  video 
signal  modifying  means  has  an  output  for  pro- 

25  viding  the  non-linear  amplitude  domain  video 
signal  to  an  amplitude  modulating  input  of  the 
amplitude  and  phase  modulator,  and  wherein 
the  second  video  signal  modifying  means  has 
an  output  for  providing  the  non-linear  phase 

30  domain  video  signal  to  a  phase  modulator  in- 
put  of  the  amplitude  and  phase  modulator. 

5.  An  aural  carrier  correction  system  according  to 
Claim  4,  characterizing  in  that  the  amplitude 

35  modulating  input  provides  the  non-linear  am- 
plitude  domain  video  signal  to  an  amplitude 
modulator  (73)  of  the  amplitude  and  phase 
modulator  (17)  for  generating  an  amplitude 
modulated  non-linear  signal  and  wherein  the 

40  phase  modulating  input  provides  the  non-linear 
phase  domain  video  signal  to  a  phase  modula- 
tor  (77)  of  the  amplitude  and  phase  modulator 
for  generating  a  phase  modulated  non-linear 
signal. 

45 
6.  An  aural  carrier  correction  system  according  to 

Claim  5,  characterized  in  that  the  amplitude 
and  phase  modulator  (17)  includes  an  aural 
signal  input  for  receiving  the  aural  signal  and 

50  means  for  combining  the  aural  signal  with  am- 
plitude  and  phase  modulation  signals  to  pro- 
duce  the  modified  aural  signal. 

7.  An  aural  carrier  correction  system  according  to 
55  Claim  6,  characterized  in  that  the  aural  signal 

received  at  the  aural  signal  input  is  an  IF  aural 
signal. 

5 
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8.  An  aural  carrier  correction  system  according  to 
Claim  3,  characterized  in  that  each  of  the  first 
and  second  video  signal  modifying  means  (43, 
45)  includes  first  (U+,  Ug)  and  second  (U5,  U7) 
non-linear  amplifier  circuits  respectively  having 
receiving  means  for  receiving  the  delayed  vid- 
eo  signal. 

9.  An  aural  carrier  correction  system  according  to 
Claim  8,  characterized  in  that  each  of  the  re- 
ceiving  means  of  the  first  and  second  non- 
linear  amplifier  circuits  include  input  poten- 
tiometers  (47,  49)  for  setting  a  clip  point  of  the 
delayed  video  signal. 

10.  An  aural  carrier  correction  system  according  to 
Claim  9,  characterized  in  that  each  of  the  first 
and  second  non-linear  amplifier  circuits  include 
outputs  having  output  potentiometers  (51,  53) 
for  setting  an  amplitude  level  of  a  signal  out- 
putted  thereby. 

11.  An  aural  carrier  correction  system  according  to 
Claim  10,  characterized  in  that  one  of  the  first 
and  second  non-linear  amplifier  circuits  have  a 
jumper  (55)  for  controllably  connecting  one  of 
a  pair  of  oppositely  conducting  diodes  at  the 
output  thereof  for  selectively  folding  the  de- 
layed  video  signal  back  on  itself. 

12.  An  aural  carrier  correction  system  according  to 
Claim  1  1  ,  characterized  in  that  each  of  the  first 
and  second  video  signal  modifying  means  (43, 
45)  are  respectively  connected,  at  an  output 
thereof,  to  a  signal  inversion  circuit  (59)  for 
selectively  changing  a  direction  of  a  non-linear 
video  signal  outputted  thereby. 

70 

75 

modulation  ; 
generating  a  non-linear  amplitude  domain 

video  signal  and  a  non-linear  phase  domain 
video  signal  which  respectively  having  ampli- 
tude  and  phase  components  that  are  directly 
opposite  to  unwanted  amplitude  and  phase 
components  added  to  the  aural  signal  by  the 
video  signal  ; 

amplitude  and  phase  modulating  the  aural 
signal  using  the  non-linear  amplitude  domain 
video  signal  and  the  non-linear  phase  domain 
video  signal,  respectively,  to  generate  a  modi- 
fied  aural  signal  ;  and 

adding  the  modified  aural  signal  to  the 
visual  signal  in  the  transmitter. 

15.  A  method  according  to  Claim  14,  characterized 
in  that  the  aural  signal  added  to  the  amplitude 
modulated  non-linear  amplitude  domain  video 

20  signal  and  the  phase  modulated  non-linear 
phase  domain  video  signal  is  an  IF  aural  sig- 
nal. 

16.  A  method  according  to  claim  15,  characterized 
25  in  that  the  visual  signal  added  to  the  modified 

aural  signal  is  an  IF  visual  signal. 

17.  A  method  according  to  Claim  14,  characterized 
in  that  the  non-linear  amplitude  domain  video 

30  signal  and  a  non-linear  phase  domain  video 
signal  are  generated  separatly. 

18.  A  method  according  to  Claim  14,  characterized 
in  that  the  non-linear  amplitude  domain  video 

35  signal  and  a  non-linear  phase  domain  video 
signal  are  respectively  amplitude  and  phase 
modulated  separately. 

13.  An  aural  carrier  correction  system  according  to 
Claim  1,  characterized  in  that  the  aural  signal  40 
is  an  IF  aural  signal. 

14.  A  method  for  reducing  unwanted  aural  carrier 
modulation  caused  by  a  video  signal  in  a  com- 
mon  amplification  television  transmitter  which  45 
amplifies  both  an  aural  signal  and  a  visual 
signal  simultaneously,  the  method  being  char- 
acterized  by  comprising  the  steps  of  : 

mixing  an  aural  carrier  with  an  amplitude 
modulated  video  signal  to  generate  a  com-  50 
monly  amplified  television  transmission  signal  ; 

demodulating  the  commonly  amplified 
television  transmission  signal  to  provide  a  de- 
modulated  aural  signal  ; 

performing  a  spectral  analysis  of  the  de-  55 
modulated  aural  signal  to  determine  the  pres- 
ence  and  frequency  of  unwanted  aural  signal 
noise  resulting  from  unwanted  aural  carrier 

19.  A  method  according  to  Claim  14,  characterized 
in  that  the  amplitude  modulated  non-linear  am- 
plitude  domain  video  signal  and  the  phase 
modulated  non-linear  phase  domain  video  sig- 
nal  are  added  to  the  aural  signal  separately. 

20.  A  method  according  to  Claim  14,  characterized 
in  that  the  non-linear  amplitude  domain  video 
signal  and  the  non-linear  phase  domain  video 
signal  respectively  have  amplitude  and  phase 
components  that  are  directly  opposite  to  un- 
wanted  amplitude  and  phase  components  ad- 
ded  to  the  aural  signal  by  the  video  signal  to 
eliminate  noise  in  the  aural  signal  at  a  pre- 
determined  frequency  as  determined  by  the 
spectral  analysis. 

6 
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MIX  CLEAN  AUDIO  CARRIER  WITH  AMPLITUDE 
MODULATED  PICTURE  CARRIER  TO  GENERATE 

COMMONLY  AMPLIFIED  T.V.  SIGNAL 

DEMODULATE  COMMONLY  AMPLIFIED  T.V.  SIGNAL 

PERFORM  SPECTRAL  ANALYSIS  OF  DEMODULATED 
AURAL  SIGNAL  TO  DETERMINE  PRESENCE 

OF  UNWANTED  AURAL  SIGNAL  NOISE 

ADJUST  NON-LINEAR  AMPLIFIER  TO  GENERATE 
TWO  SEPARATE  NON-LINEAR  VIDEO  SIGNALS, 

i.e.  ONE  NON-LINEAR  SIGNAL  EACH  FOR  BOTH 
THE  AMPLITUDE  AND  PHASE  DOMAINS,  WHICH 

REDUCE  UNWANTED  NOISE  IN  THE  AURAL  SIGNAL 
AS  DETERMINED  BY  SPECTRAL  ANALYSIS  OF 

THE  DEMODULATED  AURAL  SIGNAL 

ADD  AMPLITUDE  MODULATED  NON-LINEAR  VIDEO 
SIGNAL  RELATED  TO  AMPUTUDE  DOMAIN  AND 

PHASE  MODULATED  NON-LINEAR  VIDEO  SIGNAL 
RELATED  TO  PHASE  DOMAIN  TO  THE  AURAL 

SIGNAL  TO  PRODUCE  COMPOSITE  SIGNAL 

ADD  COMPOSITE  AURAL  SIGNAL  TO  BE 
MODULATED  BY  A  T.V.  VISUAL  SIGNAL  TO 

REDUCE  UNWANTED  NOISE  IN  AURAL  SIGNAL 

NO 
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